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Audio description (AD): A red textile surface fills the screen. 

Text on-screen:  
>> Four Objects 
>> from the Medical Science Collection of the Smithsonian’s National Museum of American 
History  

(AD): A white-gloved fist enters and rests on the red surface.

(voice generated by text-to-speech software)   

>> I am a small cap of rubber

(AD): A second-hand closes around the first

>> rimmed with metal 
>> Attached by a thin rod 

>> I am a weathervane of texture

(AD): The arms sweep side to side 

>> registering fissures and bumps 
>> skittering across stone and gravel
>> my favorite is wood 
>> a smooth plane of warmth
>> absorbing my taps and switches

>> Unlike concrete
>> Which spits my movements back to me
>> When horizontal surfaces go vertical
>> I sweep for an alternative passage
>> Attached to my searching 



>> is a human 
>> Whose full range of desires

>> I cannot navigate
>> If you want to know my habits
>> feel for what parts of me have rubbed away 
>> not for what you see

(AD): the gloved hands exit

(AD): the white gloves enter

>> I am thick, heavy, I dampen

(AD): pressing down

>> my job is to constrain 

(AD): Fingers move apart, pressing and feeling the surface.

>> in concert with the desire of movement

(AD): The hands meets

>> I absorb blood, sweat, feces, urine, vomit. and I hold those marks 

(AD): hands curl, fingers thread with the others

>> and I hold these marks  to remind my wearer

(AD): Feeling, kneading. 

>> that I swallow any expression of escape.

(AD): The palms meet, finger interlock, tugging the white gloves up further.  Still. 

>> my straps corral sudden gestures 
>> my cotton patience is steadier



>> than my wearer’s jabs, grabs, 

(AD): Fingers escape

>> reaches, scratches, 
>> stretches, twitches, 
>> what is left is 
>> dumb, solid, 
>> still weight.

(AD): Hands pressing down on the other 
>> dumb weight, waiting 
>> for something

(AD):  Hands exit 

(AD): Hands enter 

>> I am contraband.

(AD): one finger points to the open hand

>> I am small, metal
>> I fit in the hand.

(AD): and burrows

>> I hide in the hand 
>> I am gone
>> when the fist opens 
>> you find me

>> I am a metal rod bound with wires 
>> wrapped, and wrapped, and wrapped
>> each coil, 
>> a thought of freedom worked through me

(AD) Fingers tunnel through a closed fist



>> I was made to fit through a latch

>> not designed for me. 
>> But when I was made 
>> my creator’s mind was
>> unhindered by the confines of their room,
>> solving angles and hollows 

>> maybe their mind 
>> went somewhere else too

>> somewhere, after the cylinder
>> I was made to click through
>> but the shape of the place beyond their door
>>does not get wrapped into me

>>it stays, pressing into my creator’s palm...a dream of escape.
>> I can feel it, warmth conducting through me.

(AD) Hands exit

(AD) Hand reenter 

>>You would have been proud,
>>I was made with only modern materials.

>>my two chambers of plastic   
>>knit together with velcro.

>>Acrylic tubes reach out of me, one taped red, one taped blue.
>>Who knows what energies powered the thing I replaced.

>>But as for me, I can tell you,
It was a battery the size of a fridge.

>>You might it find it interesting,
I've rested against living tissue, netted by ribs



>>against muscle, aorta, arteries,
>>blood ran through them, and compressed air through me. 

>>I was inert, charging pulsing life. Embedded in a human who is now long gone. 
>>I came on an invitation,
and stayed for one hundred and twelve days.

(AD) hands exit 


